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Abstract— A smart card, chip card, or integrated circuit card 

(ICC) is a physical electronic authorization device, used to 

control access to a resource. It is typically a plastic credit card 

sized card with an embedded integrated circuit. In a Modern 

Age of 21st Century .The generation are so fast and smart that 

they require smart card and smart currency. So, we build 

smart card and smart currency which will be safe, secured and 

easy to use and also reduce fraudulent transaction as well as 

printed currency (Note). Here in this paper we are providing 

the concept of bringing different applications together in one 

smart card. Thus, the person needs not to carry different cards 

for different purposes. The person can carry one card and can 

use the same card for different purposes. In this paper, we are 

introducing a smart card, which will work for different 

purposes like voting, attendance and transportation. It will 

also work as a personal ID. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A smart card is a device that includes an embedded integrated 

circuit chip (ICC) that can be either a secure microcontroller 

or equivalent intelligence with internal memory or a memory 

chip alone. The card connects to a reader with direct physical 

contact or with remote contactless radio frequency interface. 

we will make this smart card currency only for Indian people 

who are literate or illiterate. 

Smart card currency is having one programmable 

chip which will be containing person's whole data of Aadhaar 

Card, Pan Card and Personal Information .Example- Birth 

Date , Name , Finger Print ,Eye Scan . This technology will 

support to digitization and demonetarization. Our main 

motive of this research paper is to concentrate on our currency 

to save our country by terrorism and fraud people. 

II. BENEFITS OF SMART CARD CURRENCY 

 The main benefits of Smart Card Currency is every 

transaction of each person should be safe and secure .So, 

in bank there  should be a device  to take foot print of 

each person . By having this device in bank can reduce 

lots of corruption from our country. 

 This Smart Card Currency technique can live for a long 

time, faster and easy way of transaction. Illiterate people 

can also use it smoothly. 

 This Smart Card Currency technique can also reduce 

terrorism in our country. 

III. TRANSPARENCY 

Smart Card Currency is made up of a plastic card and we can 

also call it as plastic currency. It is made up of a plastic card 

with programmable chip. In that it include binary code which 

can scan each person's identity physically (eye scan), (finger 

scan) Individual data save in chip so, that the data is read or 

scan by the bank with the help of Internet Operational Tower 

OR Satellite Tower. Every transaction of each person being 

happened with the help of Smart Card Currency with Mobile 

Phone Tower or Satellite connection with the bank. 

IV. SECURITY & SAFETY  

Indian government should make this program confident and 

also safe from cybercrime (Hackers). This technology is quite 

expensive but not more than the country safety. 

V. WORKING OF A SMART CARD CURRENCY  

 

VI. HOW TO USE SMART CARD CURRENCY 

Suppose a person has smart card currency link with Mobile 

phone or Bank.  

So, assume that if (A) person have to make a 

transaction with (B) person. At that time (A) person scan his 

smart card currency using OTP (One Time Password) and 

transfer money to (B) person on his Bank Account. It's an 

easy way of digital transaction which is linked with [ BANK 

---> MOBILE    ---> SMART CARD CURRENCY] 

For Example - If a (A) person has to purchase 

vegetables from (B) person   i.e. (small shopkeeper) or 

(hatgadiwala) . And if the vegetable is of cost Rs 10. So, for 

that (A) person has to transfer or credited Rs 10 to (B) person 

bank account. (A) person will give his smart card a currency 

to (B) person for scanning. (B) person scan smart card 

currency of (A) person by his mobile app with QR code 

(Quick Response Code) or OTP (One Time Password).  He 

can also use Bar code Scanning or any other option of 

scanning. A person's Finger Print, Biometric and Eye Scan   is   

also link with smart card. After the scanning the transaction 

is done. Rs 10 is debited for bank account of (A) person and 

credited to (B) person to vegetable or hatgadiwala.  Also, 

Smart card currency is link with bank account and register 

mobile number of a person. 

when (B) person scan the smart card currency of 

(A)through his mobile signal transfer through the internet   
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from (A) smart card currency -----> to (B) smart card 

currency and in this way, transaction is completed. 

VII. ADVANTAGE OF SMART CARD CURRENCY  

 If escalate the use of smart card currency in the future there 

will be reduce in printed note currency. Due to use of smart 

card currency people will not carry printed notes there for 

corrupted people not able to accumulate black money.  

              
As well as not able to avoid a tax of government. No 

one can print fraud currency so people cannot be fooled and 

false money will not be printed. All transaction detail gets to 

the bank and government. So that everyone makes their 

transaction easily and smart way where the government can 

control the transaction and notice the fraudulent people and 

all the illegal transaction can come in front of the government. 

Economical condition grows up of the country by 

this method or process and nation get safe and secured by 

terrorism. will be developed economical stage of citizenship 

as well as stability so that India will be a super power nation 

in future. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduced the concept of a smartcard, which 

will work for different purposes like voting, attendance and 

transportation. It will also work’s a personal ID. Thus, a 

person need not to carry number of cards, he can just carry a 

single card for different purposes. Most of the smart card 

systems in use today serve one purpose and are related to just 

one process or is hardwired to only on application. A smart 

card cannot justify its existence in this respect. The approach 

of future smart card is therefore towards designing multi-

application card with own operating system based on open 

standard that can perform a variety of functions. 

Smart cards can add convenience and safety to any 

transaction of value and data, but the choices facing today's 

managers can be daunting. We hope this site has adequately 

presented the options and give you enough information to 

make informed evaluations of performance, cost and security 

that will produce a smart card system that fits today's needs 

and those of tomorrow. It is our sincere belief that informed 

users make better choices, which leads to better business for 

everybody. 
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